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Cheers,

Peter Rush | A/g First Assistant Secretary
Government Division | Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet
p. (02) 6271 5909 |  | e. peter.rush@pmc.gov.au | w. www.pmc.gov.au
One National Circuit Barton ACT 2600 | PO Box 6500 CANBERRA ACT 2600
cid:image005.jpg@01D30607.6CF4DA00

From: Rush, Peter 
Sent: Wednesday, 24 March 2021 2:59 PM
To: 'Singer, Paul' <Paul.Singer@gg.gov.au>
Subject: RE: Two quick updates [SEC=OFFICIAL]

OFFICIAL
Hi Paul,
It’s always good to see you and your staff.

I will get back with some lines about FLP.
Cheers - Rush

From: Singer, Paul <Paul.Singer@gg.gov.au> 
Sent: Wednesday, 24 March 2021 2:51 PM
To: Rush, Peter <Peter.Rush@pmc.gov.au>
Subject: Two quick updates [SEC=OFFICIAL]
Good afternoon Peter,
Good to see you earlier this week, and I’m sure the PM&C agencies appreciated your support at
Estimates.
Two quick ones.

1) 

2) Australian Future Leaders Programme. The Governor-General will be meeting with Chris
Hartley on Monday to discuss the program and has asked for an update on funding
arrangements. Could you please send me a few lines before 11am Monday that I can
provide the Governor-General?

Happy to discuss.
With best wishes,
Paul

Paul Singer MVO | Official Secretary to the Governor-General
Office of the Official Secretary to the Governor-General 
Government House, Canberra ACT 2600
T: +61 2 6283 3508 | 

E: paul.singer@gg.gov.au | W: www.gg.gov.au |  
Australian Honours: Nominate a worthy Australian.
The Office acknowledges the traditional owners of country throughout Australia and their
continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay our respects to them and their cultures
and to their elders both past and present.
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establishment of the Foundation as a legal entity is an important prerequisite to the Department
being able to consider potential funding arrangements for the programme. Any updates you can
provide on the timeline and other details for establishment of the Foundation as a legal entity
would be appreciated.
Secondly, it would be helpful if you can provide as much information as possible to demonstrate
the total sum and mix of revenue sources currently in place and expected for the proposed
Foundation. As the Foundation will be a new organisation, it will have no financial history for us to
assess. The details of financial commitments to the Foundation upon establishment and projected
revenue streams for the programme will help to strengthen the rationale for possible government
funding, as well as informing how we might best administer any funds to support the running of
the programme, and/or the initial set-up of the Foundation itself.
I hope that this extra information will not be too difficult for you to provide, given how advanced
you are in your approach to the Foundation and the programme.
I regret that I do not have contacts at BCG or
Regards,
Peter Rush
Assistant Secretary | Parliamentary and Government Branch
Government Division | Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet
p. (02) 6271 5909 | | e. peter.rush@pmc.gov.au | w. www.pmc.gov.au
One National Circuit Barton ACT 2600 | PO Box 6500 CANBERRA ACT 2600
cid:image005.jpg@01D30607.6CF4DA00

-----Original Message-----
From: Chris Hartley 
Sent: Wednesday, 3 March 2021 3:25 PM
To: Rush, Peter <Peter.Rush@pmc.gov.au>
Cc: Paul Singer <paul.singer@gg.gov.au>; Jo Tarnawsky <Jo.Tarnawsky@gg.gov.au>; 

Subject: The Governor-General's Programme - timetable, constitution and contacts
Good morning Peter,
On Friday Gilbert + Tolbin will deliver a draft constitution for The Australian Future Leaders
Foundation for your perusal. The constitution is not complex, the charitable object is "to advance
education, with a focus on building the skills, experience and capability of Australia’s future
leaders." Members are indivisible from Directors, the Board elects the Chair and there is a Board
nomination committee of three that must include one Director. Swift approval from the Charity
Commissioner may be accelerated by a supportive letter from your end and I will let you advise
me on how best to catalyse DGR status. Once you have cleared the constitution and I hear back
from you we will proceed to incorporation with two ‘placeholder’ Partners from G+T, an ABN and
opening of accounts etc.
The Governor-General has agreed to host two ‘design events’ at Admiralty House on May 17. The
objective is to access very senior cross sector engagement and input. The invitation will be crafted
very shortly to ensure attendance but without detail or naming the initiative, which gives a
subsequent opportunity for it to be properly launched and publicised.
With a tight timetable and such a complex logistical exercise, my ability to resource the project is
wholly dependent on the speed at which funds can come from your end. Hopefully this will be
within a six week horizon but might you be able to assist before that? You mentioned BCG and
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and I would like to contact both of them to see if they had some pro bono capacity in the
very short term. There may be others or even a different type of short term public service
secondment? Ideas would be gratefully received and a specific contact at bot  and BCG
would be very helpful
Kind regards
Chris Hartley
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You will hear from me shortly, thank you very much for your support.

Kind regards

Chris
Duplicate
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